Media Explorer and Telepathy

A funny talk by:
Dario Freddi <dario.freddi@collabora.com>
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I'm Dario
Collabora
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Lots of devices
YOU'RE F**KING NEXT!
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(not much I can do about that, sorry)
TV
Set Top Box
Media Explorer

(Screenshots in next slides, take it easy. I still have a few minutes)
Telepathy
GStreamer

Didn't find a bigger logo, sorry
wait
IM on the TV?
Well, not really
Well, not really

• A different use case
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- A different use case
- Only selected features
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- A different use case
- Only selected features
- Enhance an existing experience
TV? Use cases?
TV? Use cases?

- Forget about text chat
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- Forget about text chat
- Don't interrupt me
TV? Use cases?

- Forget about text chat
- Don't interrupt me
- A whole new world
Contact list
Contact list

• Online and capable contacts
Contact list

• Online and capable contacts
• Provide fast access to A/V
Contact list

• Online and capable contacts
• Provide fast access to A/V
• Sort it in a smart way
Zeitgeist
COOKIES
GOD DAMN RIGHT THEY'RE THAT GOOD

VERY DEMOTIVATIONAL.com
Zeitgeist

• Pull most popular contacts
Zeitgeist

• Pull most popular contacts
• Sort according to popularity
Video UI
Video UI

- Simple, simple, simple
Video UI

• Simple, simple, simple
• Designed for quick calls
Video UI

• Simple, simple, simple
• Designed for quick calls
• *Integrated*
Ya think?

You may be overly optimistic about my desire to exercise.

peregrin 5/11/09
A new plugin

• Mex is modular
• IM features should be optional
• Plugins are cool
Farsight

- Easy video calls
- Uses GStreamer
- Part of Telepathy
No, please, go on.

I find your tale absolutely enthralling.
Contacts (2)

test1@test.collabora.co.uk

test2@test.collabora.co.uk
Aw, snap
Aw, snap
Now that's *REALLY* cool
Aw, snap

Now that's REALLY cool

Isn't it?
Aw, snap

Now that's *REALLY* cool

*Isn't it?*

*No, seriously.*
Demo?
Demo?
Video!
Moar demos?

- Try it!
- Source code branched in mex
- MeeGo packages available!

http://repo.pub.meego.com/home:/drf:/media-explorer/MeeGo_Trunk_standard/
What's next?
What's next?

• Embedded calls, please
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• Embedded calls, please
• Tubes anyone?
What's next?

• Embedded calls, please
  • Tubes anyone?
• Your awesome idea here!
Questions?
Questions?

Catch me around
Questions?

Catch me around

Dario Freddi <dario.freddi@collabora.com>